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Abstract 
Two algebraic structures A and B are called categorically equivalent if there is a functor from 
the variety generated by A to the variety generated by B, carrying A to B, that is an equivalence 
of the varieties when viewed as categories. We characterize those algebras categorically 
equivalent to A when A is an algebra whose set of term operations is as large as possible subject 
to constraints placed on it by the subalgebra or congruence lattice of A, or the automorphism 
group of A. 
f YYf Math. &hj. Class.: Primary: 08A40; Secondary: 18ClO. 08A30. 08A35 
0. Introduction 
Two categories C and D are said to the equimlent if there are functors F : C 4 D and 
G : D 4 C such that the composite functors F G and G F are naturally isomorphic to 
the identities on D and C respectively. It is natural to ask whether some property of 
an object. morphism or an entire category is preserved under every equivalence of 
categories. Moreover, given an object (or morphism, or category), one might wish to 
characterize the class of objects obtained by applying all equivalences to that starting 
object. 
Any variety of algebras (that is, a class of algebras closed under the formation of 
subalgebra, product, and homomorphic image) forms a category, in which the mor- 
phisms are taken to be all homomorphisms between algebras. A surprising number of 
“algebraic” properties have been shown to be preserved under equivalence, when the 
domain of categories is restricted to varieties of algebras. Some of these are familiar to 
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anyone who has worked with categories of algebras, such as Cartesian products and 
homomorphism kernels; others are somewhat unexpected. Examples of the latter are 
‘surjective homomorphism’ and ‘finite algebra’. A large collection of examples of this 
phenomenon can be found in [S]. 
A classical example of categorical equivalences of varieties of algebras is Morita’s 
Theorem, which provides necessary and sufficient algebraic conditions on two rings 
with unit in order for their varieties of unitary modules to be equivalent as categories. 
Other instances of categorical equivalence of varieties have been discovered using the 
tools of duality theory as in [S, 171. 
There are also examples of objects characterized up to categorical equivalence in 
the literature. One of the most striking is a result of Hu [14]. A finite, nontrivial 
algebra A is called primal if every operation on the universe of A is a term operation of 
A. For example, the two-element Boolean algebra is primal. Hu’s theorem for primal 
algebras asserts that if P is a primal algebra, then the class of all algebras of the form 
F(P) as F ranges through all equivalences between varieties. is exactly the class of all 
primal algebras. The main theorems of this paper can all be seen as generalizations of 
this result. obtained by considering several well-known generalizations of ‘primality’. 
A clone C on a set A is a collection of operations on A that is closed under 
composition and contains all of the projection operations. For any algebra A with 
universe A, the set of all term operations of A, denoted Clo A, forms a clone on A. 
Thus A is primal if and only if 1 < / A ) < K,,, and Clo A, consists of all operations on 
A. By our informal term ‘almost-primal’, we mean an algebra A in which Clo A is as 
large a set as possible, subject to constraints placed on it by the various derived 
structures of A. In this paper the derived structures that we consider are the sub- 
algebra and congruence lattices, and the automorphism group. 
Definition 0.1. Let A and B be algebras, not necessarily of the same type. We call 
A and B categorically eqhalrnt if there is a functor F which is an equivalence from the 
category Var(A) to Var(B) such that F(A) = B. We write A =,B to indicate this 
relationship. 
It is not hard to show that if F is an equivalence between two varieties, then for any 
algebra A, F restricts to an equivalence between the varieties Var(A) and Var(F(A)). 
Thus our definition exactly captures the notion discussed above. It is also obvious 
that ‘ --c’ is an equivalence relation on algebras. Hu’s result can be stated as follows: 
an algebra P is primal if and only if P/ =c is the class of primal algebras. 
Let A be a finite algebra that is subalgebra-primal, or automorphism-primal, or 
arithmetical and congruence-primal (see below for the definitions). In this paper, we 
give a characterization of the class A/ sc (see Theorem 3.2, Theorem 5.8, and 
Corollary 4.5). Furthermore, in the first and second cases, we describe the member of 
A/ =, of smallest cardinality, and in the third, provide a canonical member of the 
class. Along the way, we discover several new properties invariant under categorical 
equivalence. 
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1. Preliminaries 
As much as possible, we follow the terminology and notation of [20]. Our usage of 
common concepts such as ‘operation’, ‘ term’ and ‘polynomial’ is the same as that text. 
However, we do tend to blur the distinction between a term and its associated term 
operation, when no confusion will result. 
Let A be an algebra with universe A. We write Sg”(X) to denote the subuniverse of 
A generated by a set X. We sometimes abbreviate Sg(x) by (x). The symbol AA 
denotes the diagonal subset {(u, a): LIE A). If R G Ak and B G A, then R / B is short- 
hand for RnBk. Let L be a complete lattice. By J(L) we mean the set of completely 
join-irreducible elements in L. 
Our arguments are made a bit cleaner by avoiding nullary operations. There is no 
loss of generality here, since ‘constant’ symbols can be replaced by unary operations 
with singleton range. One consequence of this convention is that the empty set is 
always a subuniverse of every algebra. Thus the minimal nonempty subuniverses of 
A are precisely the atoms of Sub A. With this in mind, we make the following 
definition. 
Definition 1.1. Let A be an algebra. N(A) denotes the set of non-singleton atoms of 
Sub A. 
Let A be a nonempty set, F a family of operations of A, and R a family of relations 
on A. By .#‘R we mean the set of all operations on A preserving every member of R. 
These operations are sometimes called the polymorphisms of R. It is easy to see that 
.YR is always a clone on A. For any natural number n, the set of n-ary members of this 
clone is denoted .Y,,(R). Dually, the set of all relations preserved by every member of 
F is denoted $F. The set of n-ary members of %F is equal to Sub((A, F)“). Finally, 
for an algebra A = (A, F ), Clo A denotes the clone of all term operations on A, and 
Clo,A the n-ary members of Clo A. If A is finite, we have Clo A = Y(~F). 
Two algebras A and B are called term equiaalent, written A = B, if they have the 
same underlying set and the same clone of term operations. The algebras A and B are 
weakly isomorphic, denoted A z B, if A is isomorphic to an algebra that is term 
equivalent to B. 
The notion of categorical equivalence has been applied to algebraic structures 
numerous times in the literature. We mention papers of Davey and Werner [S], Freyd 
[ll], Isbell [lS] and Wraith [30] in this regard. Recently in [lS], R. McKenzie 
provided a powerful tool that is particularly well-suited to studying the behavior of 
‘algebraic’ properties under equivalence and to giving a complete algebraic descrip- 
tion of A/ --== for an arbitrary algebra A. We summarize his result here. 
Definition 1.2. Let A be an algebra, n a positive integer, and c a unary term operation 
of A. 
l For every positive integer k and every sequence t,, t2, . . . , t, of kn-ary operations 
on A, (t,, . . . , t,) denotes the k-ary operation on A” that maps (aI, . . . ,ak) to 
(tl(~), t,(a), . . . , t,(a)), where ai = (Lli, 1, . . . ,u;,,,)E A”, and 
a=(al,r,ul.2, . . . . Cil.*,LI2,1, . ,$,JEAk”. 
l The nth matrix power of A is the algebra A”” with universe A” and whose basic k-ary 
operations are, for every k, the operations (t,, .., , t,), as tl, , t, range through 
CloJA). 
l The operation cr is idrmpotent if for every s E A. a(o(x)) = a(x). The operation g is 
invertible if for some k there are ,/‘E Clo,(A) and tr , . , tk E Clo, (A) such that, for 
every a~A,,f(at,(a), ot2(u). . . . ,(~t~(u)) = n. 
l Let 0 be an idempotent term of A. By A(a) we denote the algebra with universe a(A) 
and basic operations 0 y / atAlr as g ranges through Clo A. 
Theorem 1.3 (McKenzie [lg]). Let A d B he olgt2wa.s. Then A --c B if und only if 
there is a positice integer n und un idcmpotent, inwrtihle, unary term a,/& A[“] such that 
B _Y A’“](o). 
Note that the similarity types of A [‘I and A(o) are radically different from that of A. 
In fact, these new algebras are best viewed as ‘untyped’. It is possible to create an 
algebra term equivalent to A[“] by adding o nl y two basic operations to the type of A. 
We know of no similar construction for A(a). 
One immediate consequence of this theorem is that if A sc B then A is finite if and 
only if B is finite. This observation is used several times in the sequel. 
As McKenzie points out, for any algebra A and positive integer n, there is an 
invertible, idempotent term g on A [‘I1 such that A’“](o) rr A. For example, we can take 
rJ(ur, a,, ... ,un) = (al,al, ... , aI). This is a useful device for simplifying proofs. 
Definition 1.4. Let A be a nontrivial algebra. A is called 
l suhalgehru-primul if Clo A = Y(Sub A); 
l congruence-primal if Clo A = :Y(Con A); and 
l uutomnrphism-primul if Clo A = .P(Aut A). 
In order for the notion of automorphism-primal to make sense, we must view an 
automorphism of an algebra as a binary relation on its underlying set. This ambiguity 
should not cause any confusion. In the literature, the finite subalgebra-primal algebras 
have been called semi-primal. Similarly, the finite members of the other two classes 
have been called hemi-primal and demi-primal, respectively. See [22, 24, 291. 
The primary goal of this paper is to describe, up to categorical equivalence, all finite 
algebras that are subalgebra-primal, congruence-primal and arithmetical, or auto- 
morphism-primal. Obviously, this would not be feasible if these three properties were 
not themselves preserved by categorical equivalence. We begin there. 
Lemma 1.5. Let A hr an algebra, g an invertible, idempotent, wary term of A, L& 
II a positice integer. 
(1) For ecery suhuniccrse S of A, S lbca, = o(S). The lattice Sub(A) is isomorphic to 
each of Sub(A(a)) and Sub(A’“‘) oia the mappings S w Sr,,,, and S H S”. 
(2) For all B~J(sub A) there exists h~Bno(A) with (h) = B. 
(3) SE N(A) if and only if Sna(A) E N(A(a)). 
(4) For erlerJ* X c o(A), SEA(X) [o,Aj = Sg”‘“‘(X). 
(5) Con A z Con(A(n)) z Con(A[“l) hi, 0 H OrOca, and H c-, CIrnl. These mappings 
preserve the prrmutahilit~ of’ congruences. 
(6) Aut(A) 2 Aut(A(o)) g Aut(A’“]) by 7 H y ro,A) and 7 H ;,[‘I. 
Proof. First consider (4). Let X E a(A) and let B = Sg *@‘(X). Every element of B is of 
the form ot(s 1, J,,), with sl, . . . , S,EX and tEClo,(A), since that is the form of 
every term of A(a). But each such term is also a term of A, so it follows that 
B G Sg4(X). Conversely, every element y of Sg”(X) is of the form t(x,, . . . ,.Y,,). If 
j,~a(A), then y = O(Y) = ot(x,, . . . ,r,)eB. 
Part (1) follows easily from (4) by taking X to be an arbitrary subuniverse of A(o). 
For the claim involving matrix powers, use the fact that there is an invertible, 
idempotent, unary term t such that A Y A[“l(t). 
Let BE J(Sub A). By part (l), B rOtA, E J(Sub(A(cr))). Since every completely join- 
irreducible subuniverse is l-generated, there is an element h generating B rb,A) as 
a subuniverse of A(a). Then h also generates B by part (4). 
Part (3) follows from (l), together with the fact that any categorical equivalence 
must preserve l-element algebras (i.e., terminal objects). The permutability claim of 
part (5) is easily verified, and the rest of parts (5) and (6) are proved in [18, Theorems 
2.2 and 2.31. 0 
Theorem 1.6. Let A and B he algebras, with A = c B. If A is subalgebra-, congruence- or 
uutornorphisnz-primal, then so is B. 
Proof. It is easy to see that each of these properties is preserved by weak isomorphism. 
Therefore, in each case, it suffices to assume, by McKenzie’s Theorem, that B = A[“] or 
B = A(c), for some invertible, idempotent, unary term (T and some positive integer n. We 
do the subalgebra-primal case in detail, and leave the other two cases to the reader. 
We shall use the following characterization of subalgebra-primal algebras: B is 
subalgebra-primal if for every ,f: B” + B 
CW’b, , . , h,, E B).f (h, , . h,) E SgB( h, , , bm))] *f’ E Clo,(B). 
First consider the case that B = A[“]. Letf: B” + B be such that for every Gil, . , a,, E B 
we havef(G,, . . . ,ii,,,)~Sg~((G,, . ,a,,,)). Let Z1, . ,G,EB. By Lemma 1.5(l), there is 
a C~sub(A) such that SgB({Q, . ,a,,,;) = C”. We let (cl, . ,c,,) denote,f(uI, ._. ,a,,,). 
Thus ci E C for every i. Define,f, : A “In + A by ,f;(GI, , (I,) = (‘i. Since A is subalgebra- 
primal, ,f; E Clo,,(A). Hence .f‘= (.f; , . ,,fn) is in Clo,,(B). 
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To show that A(O) is subalgebra-primal whenever A is, let B = A(a). LetJ’: B” + B 
be an operation such that for all cl, . . , c,,,E B,f’(cl, , C,)E Sg’({c,, . . ,c”,)). De- 
fine an operation g on A by: g rs =.1’ and g(.u,, . . . ,.x,) = x1 otherwise. Then by 
Lemma 1.5(4), g(al, . . . ,a,)ESg”(a,, . . . ,a m>. So by assumption, g E Clo, A. Then 
f’= aa(g rB)~Clo(B) as desired. 0 
2. Invertible terms 
In creating algebras categorically equivalent to a given algebra A, the matrix power 
construction poses no difficulties: for any n, the matrix power A[“] always exists. This, 
of course, yields an algebra (in the finite case) of larger cardinality. Creating a smaller 
algebra is not so straightforward. To create an algebra categorically equivalent to 
A with universe S c A, one needs to find a term cr with o(A) = S that is idempotent 
and invertible. The biggest obstacle is usually invertibility. Most of the results in this 
section are geared to providing sufficient conditions for invertibility. They are all 
based on the following. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A he II ,jnite algrhra, k 2 2 an integer, and o E Clo, A idempotent. 
Suppose 
(1) every partial operation on A that preserws ewry R E Sub(Ak) can he extended to 
a term operation of A; und 
(2) if R # S in Sub(Ak), then R rrr(..,, # S Inca). 
Then c is inwrtibfe. 
Proof. For any a = (ul, . , uk) E Ak define p(a) to be the subuniverse of Ak generated 
by (a}, that is, p(a) = 0 (RE Sub(Ak): aE R}. Each p(a) is a uniquely determined 
subuniverse of Ak with a E p(a), since Sub(Ak) forms a complete lattice when ordered 
by inclusion. For the remainder of the proof let C denote o(Ak). Let a6 Ak. Since A is 
finite, we can write p(a)nZ = {b, , , b,j, where bi = (hi, 1, . . , hi,k), for i I m. 
We first observe that in the lattice Sub(Ak), 
,u(a)nZ = (b,, . . . ,b,} L 
L I 
c /c(bi) nZ s p(a)nC. 
i=l 
Applying assumption (2) we obtain VIZ 1 ,U(bi) = p(a). 
For every a E Ak and i 2 m we certainly have bi E p(a). It follows that there is a unary 
term pa,i such that p,q*i(a) = bi, and therefore, for everyj I k, pt,i(Uj) = hi,j. Since A is 
finite, we can enumerate the set of all p..i as a list tl , . , t, E Clo, (A). In particular, 
from the previous paragraph we have 
(VaEAk) p(a) = \I; p(atl(al), > atdLlk)). (2.1) 
I=1 
For every UE A, let 6 denote the n-tuple (otl(u), . ,~&(a)). 
Claim. For WUJ u, U’ E A, (I # d =, a # 7. 
Proof. Let a = (a. d, (I’, , U’)E A” and let E denote {.Y E Ak: .x1 = .x~), a subuniverse 
of Ah. Suppose that p(a)nE E E. Then (p(a)nE)nZ = p(a)nC. So from assumption 
(2) we have aEp(a) G E contradicting the fact that a # (I’. 
Therefore there is a k-tuple bg (p(a)nC) - E. Hence, for some I I II, 
tl(u) = h, # h2 = tl(u’). The Claim follows. 
Let p be the n-ary partial operation on A for which p(a) = u for all a E A. From the 
previous Claim p is well-defined on its domain. We wish to verify that p preserves 
every member of Sub A“. Let R E Sub Ak and let CI~, , ok be elements of A such that 
(otl(rrI), . . ofl(uk))~ R for I = 1, . . . ,n. From (2.1) we derive 
AS every I = p(c~,(Uj), ,crt,,(clj)), p preserves R. 
Finally, we apply assumption (1) to obtain a term t E Clo,(A) extending p. Then 
t(of, (r). ,ot,,(s)) = .Y for all .YEA showing 0 is invertible. 0 
In [l] Baker and Pixley show that a finite algebra satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 
2.1 if and only if it possesses a (k + I)-ary near-unanimity term. (The reader may 
consult that paper for the definition.) In the remainder of this paper we restrict 
ourselves to the case k = 2. We do this because most of the examples of “almost- 
primal” algebras that have been considered in the literature can be described in terms 
of subalgebras of the square. A ternary near-unanimity term is generally called 
a n~rrjo~if~ ferns, that is, a ternary term m satisfying the identities 
111(.X, , ?‘) = m(s, J‘, x) = m( ?‘, x, x) = x. 
Applying the Baker-Pixley result to Theorem 2.1 yields the following. 
Corollary 2.2. Let A he u,finite ul~&~r uith o~Clo~ A idemporent and suppo,sr A hus 
u nzujnritJ> term operation. 1j’R [a,A, # S to,,.,,.fi)r awry R # S in Sub(A’), then o is inwrtihle. 
In order to apply Corollary 2.2, we need to have a good understanding of the 
subalgebras of the square. If an algebra has permuting congruences, a useful tool is 
Fleischer’s Lemma (see 120, p. 2031). For i = 1,2, we use 71;: AI x A2 + Ai to denote 
the coordinate projection mapping a pair (s,, x2) to .yi. 
Lemma 2.3 (Fleischer). Let A he m ulyehra in a conyrurnce-permutahle variety, and /et 
R E Sub(A’). Let Ri = Xi(R),,fbr i = 1, 2. There is an U@~TLI E together with swjrctiae 
homomorphisms xi : Ri + E, such that 
R = [(rl, ~,)ER~ x R,: xl(rl) = y2(r2)). 
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Lemma 2.4. Let A he an algebra in a conClruenre-pernzutable variety. 
(1) lf A is hereditarily simple, then every subuniverse of A2 is either of the ji,rm 
RI x R2, or oftheform {(u,a(u)): u~R,1, where RiESub A, i = 1,2, and x:R, -+R2 is 
an isomorphism. 
(2) (Werner) If A, G R E Sub(A’), then R is u conyruence of A. 
Proof. Let R be a subalgebra of A’, and let Rf, q and E be as in Fleischer’s Lemma. 
Suppose first that A is hereditarily simple. Since both xi and x2 are surjective and RI, 
R2 are simple, if (E 1 > 1 then g, ’ G x1 is an isomorphism from RI to R2, and R will be 
its graph. Otherwise, E is a singleton, and R = RI x R2. 
Now suppose that A G R. From Fleischer’s Lemma, 
R = {(rl, rJ: aI = a2(rz)} 2 A 
Implies that z1 = czz. From this it follows that R = ker cur. 0 
With these observations in hand, we can develop a condition equivalent to the 
second requirement of Theorem 2.1. 
Definition 2.5. Let A be an algebra. 
(1) A subset S c A is called separating if for every B E J(Sub A) there exists h E BnS 
such that (h) = i3, and for all BESub A, if JBI > 1. then lBnS1 > 1. 
(2) An idempotent term o~Clor A is called separating if a(A) is separating. 
For finite algebras, Lemma 2.6 provides an equivalent formulation of the latter 
condition in the definition of separating that is useful in practice. 
Lemma 2.6. Let A be a jnitr algebra, and S G A. Then S is separating $ every 
BE J(Sub A) is generated by a member of’s, and for every BE N(A) we have I BnS I > 1. 
Proof. One direction holds a,fortiori. Suppose that S has the condition given in the 
Lemma. Let B be any subuniverse of cardinality greater than 1. If B is an atom of 
Sub A, then we have BE N(A), so I BnS I > 1, by assumption. On the other hand, if B is 
not an atom, then since Sub A is finite, there are distinct elements Ci, C2 of J(Sub A) 
with B 2 C1, C2. By assumption, each of Ci and C, are generated by a member of S. 
Thus B contains these two (necessarily distinct) generators. lJ 
Combining this Lemma with Lemma 1.5, we see that every invertible, idempotent, 
unary term is separating. Let us investigate the converse. 
Lemma 2.7. Let A be ajinitr algebru w?th an idempotent, separating, unary term o. 
Suppose A has a Mul’cev term and is hereditarily simple. Then for every’ R # S in 
SWA2), R ~+II f Stow 
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Proof. Let R$S in Sub(A’) and let C denote (o(A))~. If RnZ = SnC, then 
RnSnC = RnC, so we may assume at the outset that SSR. For i = 1,2, let 
TC,(I,, ~2) = Xi. Define Ri = pi and Si = pi. We have Si c Ri for i = 1, 2. First 
suppose Sr # RI. Let BeJ(Sub A) with B G RI and B$S1. By hypothesis there is an 
element hi Bno(A) with B = (h). So PER, - S1. Let c6R2 be such that (h, C)E R. 
Then (c(h), cr(~)) = (h, o(c))~R as well. But (h, a(c))~C and (b, a(c))+& so 
RnC # SnZ. A similar argument applies if S2 # R2. 
So suppose RI = S1 and R2 = S2. Since A has a Mal’cev term, it generates 
a congruence-permutable variety. From the hereditary simplicity of A and from 
Lemma 2.4 we see that every R E Sub(A2) is either of the form RI x R, for Ri E Sub A 
or of the form {(a, x(a)) : n E RI 1 where a is an isomorphism from RI onto R,. If Ss R 
and RI =S1, then we must have R = RI x R2 and S = {(u, cc(a)):a~R~}. From 
R2 = S2 we see that 1 RI / = (R, 1 and thus /RI 1 > 1. Since r~ is separating, there exist 
a, a’ E RI na(A), with a # u’. Let h E R,na(A). Then (a, h), (a’, b) E R but at least one of 
(u, h), (a’, h) is not in S since a is a bijection. [7 
A finite, hereditarily simple algebra with a Mal’cev term has been called puruprimul 
in the literature. A paraprimal algebra possessing a majority term is usually called 
qunsiprimul. Combining Corollary 2.2 and Lemmas 1.5, 2.6 and 2.7 yields the follow- 
ing. 
Corollary 2.8. Let A ha-’ u quasiprimal algebra und suppose CJ is un idempotent unur! 
term ,fiw A. The ,followiny are equicalent: 
(1) cr is invertible. 
(2) For all R # S in Sub(A’), R racAj # S ratA). 
(3) G is separuting. 
We close this section with one final consequence of invertibility. 
Corollary 2.9. Let A he an ulgehra with G an idempotent, invertible, unary term for A. 
Then la(A)1 2 IJ(SubA)I + IN(A)l. 
Proof. Use Lemma 1.5, parts (2) and (3). 0 
3. Subalgebra-primal algebras 
Let A be a finite subalgebra-primal algebra. We give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for membership in the equivalence class A/ = =. We also describe the 
minimal-sized members of A/ = c. 
Let A be any finite algebra. Suppose the join-irreducible members of Sub A are 
B,, . , Bj with the numbering such that the non-singleton atoms are B,, . . . ,BI. 
Choose b,, . . . , bjEA such that (hi) = Bi. Since each Bi is join-irreducible, such 
a choice of hi is possible. Let cl, . . , C’,E A be such that (ci) = B, and 
{Cl, . . . ,c’lJn{b, , . . . , hi) = O. Define CJ: A + A by a = hi, (T((.i) = Ci, and for 
USA - (h,, ... ,hj, C1, ... ,C I ), let a(rr) = hi for a choice of hi with hi E (u). Since every 
(a) is a join ofjoin-irreducible members of Sub A, such a function [T exists. From this 
construction and Lemma 2.6. it is immediate that (i) a(o(-u)) = n(x) for all .YEA, (ii) 
c(A) = (b,, . . , bj, cl, . , cl ), and (iii) g is separating. 
If the algebra A in the previous paragraph is subalgebra-primal, then the function 
CJ is also a term operation of A since ~((1) E (N) for every u EA. Since a finite 
subalgebra-primal algebra is quasiprimal, we deduce that 0 is invertible by Corollary 
2.8, From Corollary 2.9 it follows that the algebra A(G) is minimal-sized in A/ --c. We 
summarize this as follows. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A he n,finite strhulgchra-prinzcll mlgchra and suppose B E c A with ( B 1 
minimml. Then (B 1 =,j + 1 jiw ,j the nwnbeu of‘joill-i,-reducible elements of’ Sub(A) and 
1 the number of’ nonsingleton atoms of’ Sub(A). 
Theorem 3.2. Let A he N finite suhalg~bra-primul rrlyrbra and let B be any al~gebra. 
Then A = c B {f and only’ if 
(1) B is ,finite and subul!lcbra-primal, md 
(2) there is (I lattice isomorphism h: Sub(A) + Sub(B) that is a b(jection betbvwn the 
set of .sin{gleton subniyehras of A and of’ B. 
Proof. First suppose A 3, B. The conclusions follow from Theorem 1.6 and Lemma 
1.5. 
Conversely let (1) and (2) hold. Let hl, . . . , hi, c,, ,c[EA and g be as in the two 
paragraphs before Theorem 3.1. We have o(A) = (b,, . . . ,bj, cl, . . . ,cI> and 
g E C1ol (A) with A = c A(a) and A(u) is a subalgebra-prima1 algebra. For the algebra 
B we also apply the two paragraphs before Theorem 3.1 to obtain o’~Clo~ B and 
elements (hi, , h),, c’, , . . , c-j’) = a’(B) s B. Hypothesis (2) insures that j = j’, 1 = I’, 
and that there is a bijection from o(A) to a’(B) given by, say, hi H b( and ci H c( that 
induces a bijection from Sub(A(rr)) to Sub(B(o’)). Finally, we note that if two subal- 
gebra-primal algebras share the same universe and have the same set of subuniverses, 
then the algebras are term equivalent. It follows that A(a) and B(g’) are weakly 
isomorphic and thus A --c A(a) --c B(o’) --c B. 0 
Example 3.3. Let A be a k-element subalgebra-primal algebra having exactly one 
proper subalgebra, and suppose this subalgebra has cardinality m. It is known (see 
[27]) that Clo(A) is a co-atom in the lattice of clones on A. If k = 3 and y11= 2, then 
A is term equivalent to the 3-element Lukasiewicz algebra E and if k = 2 and m = 1, 
then A is term equivalent to the 2-element Boolean ring without unit, R. From 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we see that for every such A with m = 1, A sc R and if m > 1 
then A E u t. Denecke and Liiders [7] have carried out a classification with respect to 
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= c of the algebras corresponding to all the clones that are co-atoms in the lattice of 
clones on a finite set. 
Example 3.4. For n 2 1 an n-element Wajsberg chain is an algebra isomorphic to 
C,=((O,l,..., n),1, ',O,iI) 
in whichlx=n-.u and .x+y=maxjJ-x,0 ). These algebras are the natural 
generalization of the 3-element tukasiewicz algebras in Example 3.3. See [9, 121. Each 
C, is term equivalent to a bounded, commutative BCK chain as studied by Traczyk 
[28]. From Denecke [6, p. 1341 we see that each C, is subalgebra-primal. The lattice 
Sub(C) is isomorphic to the lattice of divisors of n in which a new bottom element 
(corresponding to 0) has been added. The unique atom in Sub(C,) has precisely two 
elements, [O, II). Thus, by Theorem 3.2, we have C, = c C, if and only if n and m have 
isomorphic lattices of divisors. 
In 1211 Murskii proved that almost all algebras of a sufficiently rich similarity type 
are subalgebra-primal. We conclude this section by considering his theorem in 
conjunction with Theorem 3.2. 
Let T be a finite similarity type and let ok denote all algebras of type r having 
universe {O, 1, . , k - 1). For a property P of algebras, let 
Pr(P; 7k) = 1 (AEQ: Al= J’) 1 
l7kl 
and Pr(P; z) = lim Pr(P; rk) 
k-x. 
if this limit exists. Thus, Pr(P; T) is the probability that an arbitrary finite algebra of 
type 7 has property P. For a discussion of this concept see [lo]. We say ‘almost all’ 
algebras of type r have property P if Pr(P; z) = 1. 
For an operation f’ on a set A, let Fix(S) = (i EA: f(i, . , i) = i). For S E A we 
denote by C(A, S) the clone of all operationsfon A having S G Fix(f). Thus C(A, 0) is 
the clone of all operations on A. Note that the algebra (A, C(A, S)) is subalgebra- 
primal for every S G A, and the only proper, nonempty subuniverses of this algebra 
are the singleton subsets of S. The clones on the set A that contain the clone C(A, S) 
are precisely the clones C(A, T) for T c S. Thus, in the lattice of clones on the set A, 
the family of clones that contain C(A, A) is a Boolean lattice having 1 A ( atoms. 
We will be interested in the following family of algebras: 
So = ( (0, 11, qo, I), 0)>, s1 = (jo, 11, qo, I)> (O})), 
and for k 2 2, Sk = (A, C(A, A)) with A = (0, 1, . . . , k - 1). So So is term equivalent 
to a 2-element Boolean algebra and S, is term equivalent to the Boolean ring R in 
Example 3.3. 
Murskii [21], in conjunction with his work on the existence of finite equational 
bases for finite algebras, shows that if a finite similarity type 7 has at least one binary 
operation, then almost all finite algebras A of similarity type t contain C(A, A) in 
Clo A. Thus, almost all algebras of type 7 are subalgebra-primal. McKenzie [19], in 
an exposition of Murskii’s result, shows that if T contains at least two operation 
symbols, at least one of which has arity 2 2, then almost all finite algebras of type 
z are primal. Combining this with Hu’s result that every primal algebra is categori- 
cally equivalent to the two-element Boolean algebra gives the following. 
Theorem 3.5. lf z is u ,jnite similurit!, type thmt contuins (m operation sqvnhol oj’arit~ 
2 2 and at least one other oprrution sqmhol, thrn almost all jinite algebras having 
similurity type z are cutrgoricallJ> cyuiuulent to So. 
We now focus on the case of a similarity type z consisting of precisely one operation 
symbol,{; withf’having arity n 2 2. Note that 1~~1 = kk”. The number of algebras of 
type 7 with universe {O, I, , k - 11 having 1 Fix(,f‘) 1 = r is 
and so if P is the property that ( Fix(f’)/ = r, then 
k! 
Pr(P; 7J = %k - lJkm” =A(,, “;,!, 
k-r 
r!(k - r)! k” 
If we fix r and let k -+ ;c we see that Pr(P; z) = l,l(r! e). From Murskil’s result almost 
all finite algebras A of type z contain C(A, A) in their clone of term operations and 
thus almost all algebras A of type T have Clo A = C(A, Fix(f)). Note that by Theorem 
3.2 if 1 SI = r for r 2 0, then the subalgebra-primal algebra (A, C(A, S)) is categori- 
cally equivalent to S,. These observations may be summarized as follows. 
Theorem 3.6. Let 5 he u similarity type consisting ofprecisely one operation symbol and 
let the urity of this symbol he ut leust 2. Then the prohuhility thut un algebra A of type 
5 is cutegoricully equicalrnt to the trlg~ehru S, is l/(r! cl). Thus, almost all ulgebrus of type 
z ure categorically equivulent to un S, for r = 0, 1, 
4. Congruence-primal, arithmetical algebras 
Recall from the introduction, that an algebra A is called congruence-primul if every 
operation on A that preserves every congruence of A is a term operation of A. Unlike 
the case for subalgebra-primal algebras for which we have the concrete version of the 
Birkhoff-Frink Theorem. (see [3] or [20, p. 183]), there exist 0, l-sublattices L of 
Eqv A with A finite for which there is no algebra A with universe A and Con A = L. In 
fact, a long-standing open question asks whether every finite lattice is isomorphic to 
the congruence lattice of a finite algebra. 
On the other hand, if L is a finite, distributive 0, 1-sublattice of Eqv A then 
Quackenbush and Wolk proved in 1261 (see also [2? 161) that L = Con A for an 
algebra A with universe A. In fact, if we form the algebra B = (A, 9(L)) then B will be 
congruence primal and Con B = L. 
We focus on distributive 0, 1-sublattices L of Eqv A, for A finite, having the 
additional virtue that the members of L are pairwise permutable. For each such 
L there is a finite, congruence-primal algebra A with Con A = L. We will describe the 
class A/ --c for such congruence-primal, arithmetical algebras. 
Definition 4.1. An algebra A is called nrirhmdcal if Con A is a distributive lattice of 
permuting equivalence relations. A variety I/ is called arithmetical if every AE I/ is 
arithmetical. 
In general. the variety generated by an arithmetical algebra A need not be arith- 
metical. However, we have the following result of Pixley 122, Theorem 3.51. 
Theorem 4.2. Lcr A he a,finitt’ arithrndcal alyrhru. Thm A is congruence-primrrl $arnd 
only (f the jdlo~ving three conditions hold: 
(1) A bus no propt~ suhalgdms. 
(2) If x, fi E Con A, then any isomorphi.sm h : AJr + A/b is the identit~~. 
(3) The uarirry generated by A is arithmetical. 
Let X, 2’ be elements of an algebra A. We denote by 0,(.x, J) the congruence of 
A generated by (.u, J). If L is a distributive lattice with 0, then it is known that 
@JO, LI) = ((s, J): x V u = y V u}, and the congruence class of 0 modulo OL(O, u) is 
the principal ideal generated by II. 
Let L be a finite distributive lattice. The maps H O(0, s) is an embedding of L into 
Con L. Let L,, be the range of this map. Then L,, is a 0, 1-sublattice of Con L which in 
turn is a 0, l-sublattice of Eqv L. Furthermore, the elements of L, permute. For, if 
s = j’ (mod O(0, a V h)) then .Y V (a V h) = y V (a V h), so .Y O(0, a)zO(O, h)~), where 
z = (a v x) A (h v 4’). 
Define L* to be the algebra (L, YLo). Observe that L* is an expansion of L, since 
the lattice operations preserve all of Con L, so they certainly preserve Lo. From the 
Quackenbush-Wolk result mentioned above, we deduce that Con L* = L,. There- 
fore, L* is a congruence-primal, arithmetical algebra. By Theorem 4.2, L* generates 
an arithmetical variety. 
Theorem 4.3. Let A hr cl congruenc,~-primul, arithmetical ulgdm, and let L = Con A. 
Then A =c L*. 
Proof. From Theorem 1.3, we need to find a positive integer nz and an invertible, 
idempotent, unary term u such that L* = A[“](a). Let {xi, . ,x,,) be the join- 
irreducible elements of L. For every i I m, there are elements Cli, hip A such that 
xi = 04(Uir hi). For every BE L let J/j = ii 2 1y1: x, I 8). Of course, fl = V &: iEJBJ. 
Let B = A[‘“‘. For every BE L, define clr = (x,, , .Y,~)E B, where xi = hi if iEJp, 
and a, otherwise. In particular, c0 = (a,, .._ ,a,). It is easy to check that 
B’m’ = O,(c,, cp). For every I, p E L we have J, v ci = J,uJ,. Therefore, 
(‘0 c([‘“l (‘I /?“J cz ” il. 
Recall that B = A[“‘] will also be congruence-primal and arithmetical, and that the 
map M H c([“‘] is an isomorphism of L = Con A with Con B. Without loss of general- 
ity, we will assume, for the remainder of the proof, that L = Con B. We have 
established the following: 
Claim. In the algebra B = A’“‘] thcrc is a subset C = {c,: BE L} satisfying 
(V’B E L) B = @rA%> C.8) (4.1) 
and 
(~C(,pEL)coxc:,B(,,~“8). (4.2) 
The next task is to find an appropriate term U. Define a unary operation on B by 
From (4.1) we see that cr(B) = C and, for every BE L, CJ(C& = c~~~,,,~,~ = cp. Thus 
a(a(.x)) = o(x), that is, 0 is an idempotent operation. Suppose for the moment that g is 
actually a term operation on B. We wish to apply Corollary 2.2 to show that 0 is 
invertible. From Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 1.6, B is congruence-primal and arithmeti- 
cal. By Theorem 4.2, the variety generated by B is arithmetical. Consequently, it has 
both a Mal’cev term and a majority term. Congruence-primality implies that every 
element of B is the value of a constant term, and therefore by Lemma 2.4 part (2), every 
subalgebra of B2 is a congruence relation. Thus to apply Corollary 2.2 we need only 
verify that x taurJ f P Iour) for all u # fi in L. But from (4.1) we see that 
LX # b * c, # cB * x rocB, # p/b(a) as desired. 
It remains to verify that cr is in fact a term operation on B. By the congruence- 
primality of B, this is equivalent to showing that 0 preserves every member of L. We 
require an observation on the preservation of congruences. 
Lemma 4.4. Let U be u .srt,f‘an oper’ation on U, mnd let x, /!I E Eqv(U). If c( und fi are 
premwed by j; then so are c( A j? und cx V /3 (in the) lattice Eqv(U)). 
Proof. It is trivial to verify thatfpreserves both ctn/3 and x II/!!. Since r A b is equal to 
the former, it is preserved by f. The congruence x V /I = U {(CI :)B)“: n > 01, where 
(@0p)k+i = (C(‘B)k J CI 0 p. This is the union of an ascending chain of relations that are 
all preserved byf, so it too is preserved. 0 
We return to the verification that 0 preserves every element of L = Con B. Let a EL. 
We prove that 0 preserves a by induction on the height of r in L. If x = 0, that x is 
certainly preserved by 0. Suppose that every congruence dominated by cx is preserved. 
If M is not join-irreducible, then by Lemma 4.4 (and the finiteness of L) E will be 
preserved. 
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So assume c( is join-irreducible. Let (b, d) E E. If OB(h, d) < x, then by the induction 
assumption (o(h), G(II))E @(h, II) < a. So suppose that r = O(h, II). Let B = @(co, h) 
and i’ = @(co, d). Then b /3 c,, 7 d implies that ‘U 5 fl V 7. Since x is join-irreducible and 
L is distributive, it follows that x I p or x I 7. Without loss of generality, assume the 
former. Now ,1’IrVfi=a,sofiIciv ;’ I b; in other words, fi = c( V 1’. But now by 
(4.2) we have cp MC,. By definition, and by (4.1), o(h) = cD and a(d) = c;,. Therefore, 
(o(h), o(d))Ex, so a is preserved. 
We have established that r~ is an idempotent, invertible, unary term on B, and 
G(B) = C. Therefore, A =,B --c B(o). Finally, we show that L* N B(a). There is 
a bijection p t-+ cg from L to C. Furthermore, Con L* = {O,(O, x): c( E L) r 
L = Con B by O,(O, 3) M a. 
We claim that 
Recall that (fl, 7) E OL(O, ‘a) o /I V !X = 1’ V x(. If this latter equality holds, then 
CI(c(c’(~V.) = c,,;,.,xc.;, by (4.2). Conversely, if cg xc.;, then, again by (4.2) 
co fi cB SI ci. x cc, v l,. Thus OB(cO, co, ” 3L, ) G fl V a. But from (4.1) ;’ V r = OB(cO, ccL. va,). 
Combining these last two relationships, and applying symmetry, we conclude that 
/?VX(=~VX. 
Finally, since the bijection b H cg induces a correspondence of the congruences of 
L* with those of B(o), and since both algebras are congruence-primal, it follows that 
they are weakly isomorphic. 0 
Corollary 4.5. Let A he a ,$nite, congruence-primal, urithmetical algebra, and let B he 
[my algebra. Then A = c B if and only {j’s is,finite, congruence-primal, arithmetical und 
Con A E Con B. 
Proof. Suppose A E c B. That B has each of the four conditions follows from Lemma 
1.5 and Theorem 1.6 and the fact that finiteness is preserved by categorical equiva- 
lence. Suppose, conversely, that B is finite, congruence-primal, arithmetical, and that 
L=ConArConB.ByTheorem4.3,A-,L*=,B. 0 
From Corollary 4.5 we see that the classes A/ --c as A ranges over all finite, 
congruence-primal and arithmetical algebras can be indexed by the collection of 
nonisomorphic, finite, distributive lattices. We provide a natural family of distinct 
representatives for these classes. A dual Heyting ulgebra H = (H, V , A , *, 0,l) is an 
algebra in which (H, V , A , 0, 1) is a bounded distributive lattice and * is a binary 
operation satisfying. 
For a dual Heyting algebra H let H + denote H in which all elements of N have been 
included as constant terms. Note that Con(H’) = Con(H). The following facts are 
well known. 
(1) The variety of all dual Heyting algebras is arithmetical. 
(2) The behavior of the operation * in a dual Heyting algebra H is uniquely 
determined by the lattice structure on (H, V , A ). 
(3) If H is a finite dual Heyting algebra, then every Q E Con(H) is of the form O(0, a) 
for u E H, and thus Con(H) z (H, V , A ). 
Finally, it follows from [23] that for every finite dual Heyting algebra H, the algebra 
Hf is congruence-primal. The collection of all H+ as H ranges over finite distributive 
lattices form a system of representatives for the =c classes of congruence-primal, 
arithmetical algebras. In fact, it is not hard to show that if L is a finite distributive 
lattice, then L has a unique expansion to a dual Heyting algebra H and the algebras 
L* and H+ are term-equivalent. 
It is natural to ask for the size of the smallest member of A/ Go, when A is finite, 
congruence-primal and arithmetical. We can phrase the problem in the following way. 
Let L be a finite distributive lattice. Find the smallest integer n(L) such that L can be 
embedded as a permuting, O,l-sublattice of Eqv A for a set A of size n(L). 
The embedding L H Con L given before Theorem 4.3 shows that n(L) always 
exists, and in fact n(L) I 1 L) If L is a chain, it is easy to see that n(L) = 1 L 1. Likewise 
if L is a Boolean lattice with tI atoms, then the embedding L H Eqv A by permuting 
equivalences ensures that the set A decomposes into a Cartesian product of at least 
n sets of cardinality greater than 1. So in this case too, n(L) 2 2” = IL 1. On the other 
hand, the next example shows that /L / is far from a lower bound for n(L). 
Example 4.6. An example of a congruence-primal and arithmetical algebra A with 
ICon Al > 2 M!’ for arbitrarily large finite A. 
For m>2 let A={O,1....,2”-1). For each i with l<i<2”P’-1, define 
bi = {2i, 2i + l}, and let fii be the equivalence relation on A having bi as its only 
nontrivial block. Let B be the sublattice of Eqv A generated by the Bi. Then B is 
isomorphic to the power set of {h,, _. , h2”’ I_ 1} and has 2’* ’ elements. Let fl denote 
the top element of B. SO /I has 2”- 1 blocks. For 0 <,j i 2”-’ - 1, let cj = bzjubzj+ 1 
and define yj to be the unique equivalence relation covering p in Eqv A having cj as 
a block. Let C be the sublattice of Eqv A generated by the yi, and let JJ denote the 
largest element of C. Then the interval from fi to ;’ is isomorphic to the power set of 
(co, , c~-~-~_ 1}and has 22”’ ’ elements. We continue in this fashion until we reach 
a co-atom of Eqv A consisting of the equivalence relation with the two blocks 
(0, 1, . . . ,2”-’ - 1) and {2mm1, ,2” - l}. Let L be the resulting O,l-sublattice of 
Eqv A. The lattice L has 21mm’ + 2’“’ ’ + ... + 22’ + 2” - (m - 1) elements. (Here we 
subtract m - 1 because of the overlap of successive layers.) Thus, L is distributive 
since it is the linear sum of Boolean lattices. Hence by [26], L is the congruence lattice 
of a congruence-primal algebra A with universe A. It is easy to see that all the 
equivalence relations of L permute, since if x, j? E L and if i E A, then either i/cc s i/b or 
i/p E i/cc. So A is congruence-primal and arithmetical. 0 
5. Automorphism-primal algebras 
Let A be a finite automorphism-primal algebra. In this section we give a character- 
ization of the members of A/ s-C and describe explicitly (up to weak isomorphism) the 
member of minimal size. The results here seem to be inherently more difficult than 
those of the preceding sections. A possible explanation is this: although the definition 
of automorphism-primal seems to precisely parallel that of subalgebra-primal and 
congruence-primal, the algebraic characterizations are not quite analogous. A finite 
subalgebra-primal algebra has neither automorphisms nor congruences. A finite 
congruence-primal algebra has neither automorphisms nor subalgebras. But a finite 
automorphism-primal algebra CUY~ have subalgebras (although no congruences). Spe- 
cifically, the set of fixed points of an automorphism is a subalgebra of any algebra. (On 
the other hand, in Section 4 we have restricted ourselves to congruence-primal 
algebras that are urithmetical. Questions about arbitrary congruence-primal algebras 
seem to be very difficult. In particular, no analogue of Theorem 4.2 is known.) 
If we require our automorphism-primal algebras to have no subalgebras we arrive 
at the notion of demi-primal algebra originally proposed by Quackenbush in [25]: we 
shall call a finite algebra A Q-duni-primd if A is automorphism-primal and no 
nonidentity automorphism has a fixed point. When we restrict our attention to that 
class, we get an easily stated result: If A is Q-demi-primal, then A E c B if and only if 
B is Q-demi-primal and Aut A z Aut B. A proof of this would be much simpler than 
that of Theorem 5.8. 
Let A be any finite algebra. Consider again the necessary conditions imposed by 
Corollary 2.9 on o(A) for an invertible, idempotent term g. The set cr(A) was shown to 
contain a generator of each join-irreducible member of Sub A and a second element of 
each member of N(A). In Theorem 3.1 it is shown that every finite subalgebra-primal 
algebra has a term 0 such that o(A) contains exactly these elements. 
Let r denote the automorphism group of A. It is easy to see that for any unary term 
operation,fof A, the set,f(A) must be a union of orbits under the action of r. That is, if 
a E,~(A) and ;’ E r, then l;(a) Ed. Note that a subalgebra-primal algebra has a trivial 
automorphism group, so this observation does not contradict Theorem 3.1. However, 
for an invertible, idempotent term operation (T on an arbitrary algebra A, we see that 
a(A) must contain the entire orbit of a generator of each join-irreducible subalgebra, 
and also the orbit of a second generator of each member of N(A). 
It turns out that when A is automorphism-primal, there is always a term operation 
(T such that a(A) consists of precisely those orbits. Unfortunately, the organization of 
these orbits can be quite complex. A precise statement of the result is somewhat 
awkward, and is best given in the language of group actions. So we begin with a review 
of the relevant notions. 
Let r be a group. A r-set is an algebra .J = (A, ,fi;)j,E,. such that the map ;’ I-+ ,f, is 
a group homomorphism from r to the group of permutations of the set A. The 
structure .rrZ is called,fuithfi/ if this group homomorphism is injective. Since the letter 
f serves no useful purpose here, we follow the usual custom and write y. a instead of 
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b;(u). For each a E A, r. (I = (;’ . a : ;I E r> denotes the orbit ofa. It is easy to see that the 
orbits partition A and that a subset of A is a subuniverse (i.e., a sub-r-set) of .d if and 
only if it is a union of orbits. A r-set is called trunsitive if it consists of a single orbit. 
The binary relation {(y, a) E r x A : 7. u = 0) induces a Galois connection between 
the subsets of r and of A. The closed subsets of r are of the form TX = {y E r : (k’x E X) 
y. x = x} for some X z A. The set I-X is always a subgroup of r, called the stabilizer of 
X. For a E A, we write ra instead of I’(,;. On the other side, for any subset n of r, the 
set Fix n = {u E A : (VA E A)l. ~1 = u) is a typical closed subset of A under the Galois 
connection. Note that these fixed point sets are not sub-r-sets of ,d. From the theory 
of Galois connections, we have an anti-isomorphism between the lattice of stabilizers 
and the lattice of fixed point sets. Thus, for example, the smallest fixed point set 
containing an element a E A is Fix(r,), and this set is join-irreducible (in the lattice of 
fixed point sets) if and only if ra is meet-irreducible (in the lattice of stabilizers). 
Let n be any subgroup of r. We can form a (transitive) r-set with universe r/A (the 
set of left cosets of /1) by defining ;‘. ail to be (?%)A. For any r-set s!, and Q E A we have 
the fundamental relationship 
(isomorphism as r-sets). Thus every transitive r-set is isomorphic to one of the form 
r/n for some subgroup A. 
We need a bit more notation. Let d and /I be subgroups of a group r, 7 E r and let 
.o/ and .W be r-sets. Then we define 
l ily = y/l?-‘. (The conjugute of ,4 by y.) 
l Nm(n) = {y E r : As = /1). (The normalizer of il.) 
.A 5 d if and only if there is 7 such that /1 = d:‘. 
l AU@ denotes the r-set whose universe is the disjoint union of A and B. 
We have the following relationships which the reader will find easy to verify. 
Proposition 5.1. Let r be a group und let A be a r-set. 
(1) For every y E r and a E A, r:. (i = (r,)‘. In particular, r,. u = r, if and only if 
y~Nm(CJ. 
(2) There is a unique r-set mapfrom the orbit r. a onto the orbit r. b carrying (I to 
b if and only if r, E r,. This mupping is un isomorphism iflra = r,. 
(3) The orbits r’ u and r. h ure isomorphic if Lmd only if r, N r,. (However, this 
isomorphism does not necessarily map a to b.) 
Definition 5.2. Let r be a group, c” a family of subgroups of r, and n a subgroup of r. 
(1) n is called self-normalizing if Nm(/l) = A. 
(2) ,4 is C-irreducible if it cannot be written as a nontrivial intersection of members 
of C. We write Cirr for the set of &irreducible members of 6. 
(3) /l is C-maximal if n is a maximal member of Cfl under the usual ordering. 
(4) r/0 is the r-set uiE, r//ii, where {/li: ie I} forms a set of representatives for the 
conjugacy classes of the subgroups in 6. 
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(5) Let .o/ be a r-set. An orbit T of .d is solitary if no other orbit of .d is isomorphic 
to T. If T is not solitary, we call T gregarious. 
Finally, For a r-set .d we define 
(“(&I) = ;ru : a E A ); 
I’ *(.d) = (ru: r, is cl(A)-maximal and self-normalizing, and r. a is gregarious). 
A few remarks on these definitions are in order. First, cl*(&) is well-defined. For if 
r, = r,, and r. u is gregarious, then there is some c E A with r, = r, and r. c # r. a. 
Then either h # a or h # c. Each of these implies that r. b is gregarious. Let ,d be 
a r-set, a E A. The orbit r. a will be rigid (i.e., have no nontrivial r-set automor- 
phisms) iff r, is self normalizing. The stabilizer r, is ((‘(&)-irreducible if and only if the 
corresponding orbit r. a cannot be written as a subdirect product of other orbits of 
.d. Because of this, and the close connection between orbits and stabilizers, we call an 
orbit T irreducible if for any (equivalently, for all) a E T, r, E (“(.~)i~r. 
From Proposition 5.1(2) we see that an orbit r. a is gregarious if and only if there is 
a h E A such that r, = r,, but r. a # r. b. With regard to part (4) of the definition, 
observe that r/cc will be a r-set consisting of pairwise nonisomorphic orbits. For each 
A E (i, r/A will be isomorphic to a unique orbit in TIC. 
Now we return to the realm of arbitrary algebraic structures. Starting from any 
algebra A, we can build a faithful r-set .d = (A, ;l)Ytr, with r = Aut(A). It is 
important to observe that every n-ary term operation of A is a r-set homomorphism 
.nJ” + .cJ. Conversely, let r be a group of permutations of a finite set A and 
.d = (A, y)ytr a finite r-set. Let C denote the clone of all operations on A that 
preserve all members of r. Jonsson proved (see [ 16, Theorem 2.4.31) that the algebra 
(A, C) will be automorphism-primal with automorphism group r. We shall denote 
this algebra .c/+, or A+ if & is built from an algebra A. Actually, Jonsson proved 
more: if A is any algebra (finite or not), then A+ will be automorphism-primal. 
Now let A be automorphism-primal. It is known that every nonempty subuniverse 
of an automorphism-primal algebra A is of the form Fix(/i) for some n G r = Aut A. 
Recall the Galois connection between the sets r and A discussed earlier. We have an 
anti-isomorphism between the lattice of closed subsets of A ~ that is, all nonempty 
subuniverses, and possibly the empty subuniverse as well - and the lattice of closed 
subsets of I-, which are the stabilizer subgroups. Note that in both lattices, the meet 
operation is simply intersection. 
This connection yields several important relationships among the concepts discussed 
so far. First, for any nonempty subset X of A, (X) = Fix(r,). Thus for every a, bE A, 
r,=r, - (u)=(b). (5.1) 
AS we observed earlier, every member of J(Sub A) is l-generated. From this it follows 
that for every a E A 
r, E c’(c&)rrr 0 (a) E J(Sub A) (5.2) 
since the members of I’ (,c& are precisely the completely meet-irreducible closed 
subsets of r. The atoms of Sub A correspond to the maximal members of C’(.J). 
Furthermore, for every LIE A 
f, is maximal and self-normalizing e (a> is an atom and (a)nT.a = (u), 
(5.3) 
Perhaps this last remark warrants a proof. Suppose Tu is maximal and self- 
normalizing. Maximality implies that (u) is an atom. Suppose that for some 
;’ E r, ‘/’ UE(CI). Then (;,.u) = ((1) (since (a) is an atom). Therefore by (5.1), Z-, = 
Tr. a = m’. Since r, is self-normalizing, we must have ;!. a = a. Since y. a is a typical 
element of T.a, one direction of (5.3) follows. The other direction is similar. 
Let us pursue this line of reasoning a bit further. Again assume that I-, is both 
maximal and self-normalizing. Suppose r. LI is gregarious. Then there is a h E A such 
that r, = r, and h$T.u. Then from (.5.1), ((1) = (h), so (u)EN(A). This proves one 
direction of 
r,EC’*(.d) e (LI)E N(A) and (LI)~I..N = (u$. (5.4) 
Running the argument backwards yields the converse. 
We can use these observations to understand the relationship that categorical 
equivalence imposes on the associated permutational algebras. From Lemma 1.5, 
A =,B implies Aut(A) z Aut(B). In this case, we may view both :d and ;A as 
Aut(A)-sets. 
Lemma 5.3. Let o he N unur~~, inwrtihle, idrmpotcnt term on un clutomorphism-prin?ul 
ulgeh A, and let B = A(o). Tlzer~ Cl (.d)i,, = C” (.&, and (“*(s2’) = Cp*(.8). 
Proof. Let hi B. Observe that r. h s B. Therefore by Lemma 1.5(4), 
(Here (h)* denotes the subalgebra of A generated by {h}.) Let r, be a member of 
either C’(.C& or C’*(&). In either case, ((I) is completely join-irreducible, so there is 
h E B such that rCZ = rh. Both claims of the Lemma now follow from equivalences (5.2) 
and (5.4) and Lemma 1.5 parts (l)-(3). 0 
From this we discover a somewhat unexpected pair of invariants under categorical 
equivalence. 
Theorem 5.4. Let A und B hr c~ategoric~all~~ equivalent ulgehras. Then F(cd)i,, = ci’(d)i,r 
und r *(.d) = I’*(.#). 
Proof. Suppose first that B = A(O) for some invertible, idempotent term operation 
CJ of A. Then g is also an invertible, idempotent term operation of A+, and 
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B’ = A’ (0). Since the underlying f-set structures of A+ and B+ are still .ri’ and 
.+4 respectively. from Lemma 5.3 we obtain P(.d),,, = (i (.&, and I’ *(,cI) = P *(.#). 
Now suppose that for some integer k, B = A . [kl Then there is an invertible, 
idempotent term operation 0 on B so that A = B(a). So from the previous paragraph, 
we derived the desired conclusion. The theorem itself now follows from Theorem 
1.3. 0 
We pause to present a pair of examples. These two examples are completely 
contrived, but do serve to illustrate the concepts introduced above. 
Example 5.5. Let r be the group of symmetries of the rectangle pictured in Fig. 1. We 
can represent r as a group of permutations on [l, 2,3,4j in cycle notation: 
I- = ((1). (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)) 
Let A = (I’,, I’2, c3, C4,.S~l.2~,S~4.3~,S~1.4~~~S~2.3~,. 1 We define an action of f on A by 
permuting the subscripts on the elements of A according to the above representation. 
Thus if ;’ = (12)(34), then ;“~r = c2, ;“~~r,~: = s/1,2; and ;“~;r,~~ = ~2.3;. (Geomet- 
rically, ,s~;,,~;, represents the side of the rectangle connecting Ci with Cj.) Let .rJ denote 
the resulting r-set, and let A = .r/+. Keep in mind that CIO,~(A) = Hom(.d”, .d). 
Fig. 1 illustrates the orbits of .d. 
It is easy to see that T,., = (( 1)) = r,,,. Consequently, equivalence (5.1) tells us that 
(v,) = (t.2) = Fix(f,.,) = A. This can be verified directly: for any x E A, it is not hard 
to find a term r of A mapping r1 to X. For example, with Y = ,s:~,~:, 
r(L.r) = r(c4) = .s~~,~;,~(c~) = z(L’~) = .s:~.~;. and z(.).) = 4’ otherwise. 
We also see that r,,, l, = ((1). (14)(23)) and Ts:, ~, = j(l), (12)(34)). Therefore 
r,.] = r.\;, a,nr,, is not ?’ (.d)-irreducible. On the other’hand, Ts,, i, and T,$, 1,~, are in 
I’(.+,,. If follo’ws that (L.,) = (s~,,~/) V (.G~,~;) in Sub A. The’reader may’find it 
instructive to compute these subalgebras and verify this last relationship explicitly. 
Finally, since r is Abelian, there are no proper, self-normalizing subgroups. Since 
(s~,,?~) is an atom, equivalence(5.3) tells us that (.~~~,,~)n~~s~,,~~ # (.s~~,~~]. In fact, 
.s;~,~: lies in this intersection. 
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Example 5.6 Let r be the symmetry group of an equilateral triangle, which is the full 
symmetric group on {1,2,3}. Let A be the set {ur , a2, u3, bl, b2, b3}, and let r act by 
permuting the indices. Define .rJ and A as in the previous example. (See Fig. 2.) 
We have r,, = r,, for i = 1, 2, 3, and rUt - r(ll - r,>. For example r,, = 
{(lx (23)) = rbl. S’ mce this accounts for every member of a(.&), we conclude that all 
three of these stabilizers are maximal and self-normalizing. We can verify equivalence 
(5.3) directly by observing that (LIP) = (ur , b,}, since there is a term that ‘exchanges’ 
the two triangles, while no term can carry, say, ~i to a2 since they have different 
stabilizers. Note that in contrast to the previous example, the subalgebras cut across 
the orbits. Thus (ui)nr.u, = {u,!. Therefore, by equivalence (5.4) I’,tEC”*(C&), in 
other words, rat is maximal and self-normalizing, as we have already observed, and 
T.ur is gregarious ~ that is to say, there are two isomorphic triangles. 
On the class of finite, automorphism-primal algebras, Theorem 5.4 has a converse. 
We prove this by first showing that the minimal sized member of the class A/ zc (for 
A finite and automorphism-primal) is completely determined by C (.Jzz&, and 6, * (.&‘). 
Technically speaking, the sets CC (.c&, and P*(.G!) contain stabilizers, not orbits. This 
is the reason for introducing part (4) of Definition 5.2. 
Theorem 5.7. Let A be a,finite uutornorphism-primLrl a gebra with automorphism group 
r. There is an invertible, idempotent erm o on A such that a(A) is isomorphic us u T-set 
to r/c, (cd)i,,wr/c * (d;u 
Proof. Let us define an equivalence relation on A by 
UZ b 0 r,-r,. 
Observe that for any 7 E r, r:’ = r,.,, = r, iff ;‘.(cl) = (~.a> = (b). Thus 
UZ b o (3gEr) ;~.(a) = (b). 
In particular, if a and b generate either the same orbit of .cr)’ or the same subalgebra of 
A, then a z b. 
Start with the set {UE A : (u) E J(Sub A)}. Let A, be a subset of this set containing 
one representative from each equivalence class modulo ‘ zz ‘. By equivalence (5.2) the 
mapping a H r,/ - is a one-to-one correspondence between A, and pi,,/ - 
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Now define 
A, = {~E&:(~)EN(A) and (u)nT.u = [a)} 
For each a E AI, we can choose an element U’E A such that (a’) = (a) (so a’ z a) and 
n’ # u (consequently, u’$r. a). Finally, define 
A; = {U’:aEAr). 
By equivalence (5.4), the set A; and P*(&‘)/ - are in one-one correspondence. 
Claim. NO tlvo elements of A,uA; generute the sume orbit. 
Proof. Let x and y be distinct elements of A,uA;. If both elements lie in A0 then, 
since the elements of A0 are pairwise inequivalent, it follows that r. x # r. y. Suppose 
.YE A0 and YE A;. Then y = a’ for some UE Al. If 7.x = y then (a) = (y) = y.(x) 
which implies that a z Y and therefore a = X, since a, SE Ao. However, this implies , 
that u’ = y. a, a contradiction. 
Lastly, suppose that X, y E A;. Then x = h’, y = a’ and u, h E A,. If ^J’ x = y then 
(u) = (J) = 7. (.x) = y. (h) from which it follows that a z h, so a = h and therefore 
y = u’ = h’ = X, again, a contradiction. 0 
Define B = U jr.u:ueA,,uA;J. By the Claim, 
B= l,.j r.uci u r.a, 
aeAt atA; 
(thus .D is a sub-r-set of ,&‘). By the correspondences established above, 
.8 z rp (,d)icrwr/C *(.d). 
Claim. B is a sepuruting subset qf A. 
Proof. We wish to apply Lemma 2.6. Let T E J(Sub A). As we have observed earlier, 
there is t E A such that T = (t). Therefore there is (a unique) u E A, with t z a. 
Consequently, for some y or we have (;, a) = 1’. (a) = (t). Thus, B contains the 
generator ;‘. u of T. 
Suppose now that TEN(A). Continuing with the notation of the previous para- 
graph, (u) = y- ’ . (t). Since ;’ is an automorphism of A, (a) E N(A). There are two 
possibilities. If (u)nT.u = {u}, then UE A, so U’E B and it follows that y.u’~ TnB, 
and ‘: ‘~1 # 1’. u’. On the other hand, if there is a 6. a E (u) - {a), then 76. a is 
a member of TnB and is distinct from 7. a. 0 
We now wish to prove the existence of a term operation g on A with o(A) = B. By 
the first of the two Claims, we can extend the set A,uA; to a set C containing exactly 
one element from each orbit of ~2. In light of the automorphism-primality of A and 
Proposition 5.1, it suffices to construct a function ,f: C ---f B such that r, s T1.,(, for 
every (‘EC’. Note that CnB = A,,uA;. 
For c~A,u.4;, definef’(ce) = (‘. Obviously, r,. s rf.,C,. Now assume that c#A,uA;. 
Since every subalgebra is a join of join-irreducibles and B is a separating set, there is 
a DEB such that (c) 1 (h). From the order-reversing properties of the Galois 
connecting, f, E r,,. We define,/‘(c) to be this element h. 
The resulting term operation CT is clearly the identity map on B, consequently it is 
idempotent. By the second Claim. o(A) is separating. Since every finite, automor- 
phism-primal algebra is quasiprimal, we can apply Corollary 2.8 to deduce that CJ is 
invertible. 0 
Since the algebra A(o) constructed in Theorem 5.7 consists precisely of the orbits 
induced by Q (.n/)i,, and Q *(<CL/I), it is the algebra of smallest cardinality in A/ --c. The 
following theorem supplies a complete set of invariants for A/ sc. 
Theorem 5.8. Let A he afinite trutonlorpl?i.srn-primrrl algebra and let B be any dphra. 
Then A r,B iJ’and onlp if . 
(1) B is ,finite and automorphisnz-p~itll~ll, 
(2) Aut(A) z Aut(B), 
(3) I’ (.e/)j,, = (’ (~~)ir,, ~r,lrl 
(4) (’ *(&!) = I’ *(d). 
Proof. Conditions (3) and (4) only make sense if we view .d and .8 as being acted upon 
by the same group. This is reasonable, in light of condition (2). First assume that 
B --c A. Conditions (2)-(4) follow from Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 1.5, part (6). Condi- 
tion 1 follows from Theorem 1.6. 
For the converse, assume that conditions (l)-(4) hold. By Theorem 5.7, there are 
unary, invertible, idempotent term functions 0 and z on A and B respectively, such 
that o(A) = r/cf’(&,,o T,lcI *(.R/) and s(B) = I’/(’ (.~)ir,cJfic”*(~~). It follows from the 
hypotheses that a(A) and t(B) are isomorphic as r-sets (where r = Aut(A)). Let 4 be 
that isomorphism. Since A and B are automorphism-primal, so are A(a) and B(z). 
Then the mapping y ++ Y’~’ is a bijection from the set .Y[Aut(B(z))] to 9[Aut(A(n))], 
where yd’(s 1, . . . ,.u,) = & ‘(u(~(.Y~). , 4(.yn))). Therefore, A(o) and B(z) are weakly 
isomorphic, so A and B are categorically equivalent. 0 
Let us reconsider the two examples discussed above, and see how the construction 
in Theorem 5.7 applies. In Example 5.5, there are three z -classes: the four vertices of 
the rectangle, the two horizontal sides, and the two vertical sides. However, the 
vertices do not generate join-irreducible subalgebras. Thus, we set 
’ &I = i.S11.41> s;1.2;j. From our earlier discussion, it follows that A, = A; = 0. The set 
B then turns out to be the four “li,jl elements. There are several different terms r~ that 
will now do the job. The term n must be the identity on B. If we choose ~(a,) = s:~,~;, 
then we obtain G(z~J = cr(~J = .s~~.~/ and o(rJ = s/1.41, Thus the algebra A(o) has 
cardinality 4, and will be minima1 in A/ =c. 
Now recall Example 5.6 (the triangle example). All six elements are equivalent 
modulo * z ‘, and all of the subalgebras are join-irreducible. So we might as well take 
At) to be {ui). In this case, we obtain Ai = A(, and A’, = [hi). Therefore B = A, in 
other words. this algebra is already minimal. In fact it is easy to see directly that there 
are only 4 unary terms on A: the identity, the map that exchanges the two triangles, 
and the two maps whose range is one of the two triangles. Of these, the only one that is 
idempotent and invertible is the identity. 
We can derive one more interesting observation from Example 5.6. If we let 
Y? denote the sub-f-set of .d consisting of just the left-hand triangle, and set C = Y; +, 
then A f c C, although they have isomorphic automorphism groups and subalgebra 
lattices. In fact, the only difference is P*(,G!) # C*(S). The reader might like to 
reproduce Example 5.6 using squares instead of triangles, to see how the analysis 
changes. 
At the beginning of this section. we promised an easy characterization of Q-demi- 
primal algebras, up to categorical equivalence. In analogy with the congruence- 
primal, arithmetical case, we have the following. 
Corollary 5.9. Let A he N Q-demi-primal algehrcr, bcith automorphism group r. Then 
there is an inccrtihlr, idzmpotent term (r such that a(A) z r NS u r-set. For crny ul~phrct 
B, B = c A lf and only if B is Q-demi-primal and Aut B 2 Aut A. 
Proof. The Q-demi-primality of A implies that the stabilizer of every a in A is trivial. 
Writing I for the trivia1 subgroup of Aut A, this is equivalent to cc(&) = (I). Therefore 
c (x&, = {I> and I’*(&) = 8. The two claims now follow from Theorems 5.7 and 
5.8. 0 
Example 5.10. Let us consider finite fields as algebras (A, + , - , ,O, 1). in which. 
according to our convention, 0 and 1 are unary constant operations. According to 
Werner 129, 1.14(5)], a finite algebra A is automorphism-primal if and only if it is 
quasi-primal, every nonempty subalgebra is the set of fixed points of a group of 
automorphisms, and every isomorphism between nontrivial subalgebras extends to an 
automorphism of A. 
Let A be a finite field of order n. The term d(x, y, z) = (x - J,)“- ‘(s - z) + z induces 
a discriminator operation on A, so A is quasi-primal. Let B be a nonempty subalgebra 
of A. B contains both of the elements 0 and 1, so is nontrivial. If XEB, .Y # 0, then 
Yml =.yy"-2 E B so B is a subfield of A. Now, standard results from field theory (see, for 
example, [13, Section V.5]), tell us that the extension A/B is Galois. That means 
precisely that B = Fix(rtl), where r = Aut A. Also, B is the unique subfield of 
cardinality 1 BI. Therefore, every isomorphism from B to another subfield of A is in 
fact an automorphism of B. Since Aut(B) is a cyclic group generated by the Frobenius 
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automorphism x H xp (p the characteristic of A), and that map extends to an 
automorphism of A, we conclude that A is automorphism-primal. 
Suppose now that A and B are fields of orders p” and q”‘, respectively, where p and 
q are prime. Then the automorphism groups are cyclic, of orders II and m, respectively. 
If A =C B then we must have n = m. 
On the other hand, let r = Aut A. By automorphism-primality, there is a one-to- 
one correspondence between the subfields of A and the subgroups of r. In particular, 
r itself corresponds to the prime subfield, generated by 1. Furthermore, every subfield 
is a simple extension of the prime subfield, in other words, every subalgebra of A is 
generated by a singleton. It follows that O(d) = Sub r. Since r is Abelian, there are 
no proper self-normalizing subgroups, so 8*(d) = {r}. Since the same arguments 
obviously apply to B, we conclude from Theorem 5.8 that if n = m, then A = c B. 
Notice that the fields of order 2‘j and 2r” have isomorphic lattices of subuniverses, 
but are not categorically equivalent, since their automorphism groups are different. 
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